
PRX-VALVE
Wireless control of irrigation valves

AGRICULTURE 4.0

2 digital inputs for reading the status of
pressure switches or water meters

Mesh radio communications with up to 4 jumps.
Requires an IProx controller with a radio base station 
and another PRX-VALVE system in a radius of up to 
2000m, which gives them a total range of 8000m 
between the IProx pumping controller and the farthest 
PRX-VALVE device

An analog input, can perform the reading of a
4..20mA sensor (typically water pressure).

Radio communications with a connected base station
to the iProx controller.

Control of up to 4 latch 6..12Vcc solenoid valves 
for each device

FOR MORE INFORMATION

When it comes to programming, controlling, opening and closing valves in the context of an irrigation 
installation, or distribution network, an element that generates and transmits the necessary 
electrical impulses to a solenoid valve it is necessary. This, in turn, pilots a hydraulic valve of any dimension
to order its opening and closing.
That's what PRX-VALVE wireless valve controllers are all about. Via radio, with 2000m of scope, they receive 
commands from an IProx controller equipped with a radio base station and execute the requested operation 
in a matter of seconds. No uncertain waits for minutes or hours "until the next transmission."
Due to PRX-VALVE's solar power the equipment is always connected and can operate for years without
the need to replace the batteries.

Value contribution
Practically instantaneous maneuvers from the order until the start-up.
Low operating cost thanks to its integrated solar panel
From a single base station connected to an iProx controller and thanks to the mesh radio technology
it is possible to manage valves up to 8k away.
The flexibility of the inputs allows the control of solenoid valves with the reading of pressure sensors, 
water meters, and soil moisture sensors combined in one system.
Savings are made since there is no need for installation various systems to perform different functions.

Shares the same radio network as PRX-SOIL

Features
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